ANTHONY   EDEN
I2th of July. You try to settle a quarrel in Ireland and you
find it started with Brian Boru.' It was no use Great Britain
trying to pacify Ireland by amending treaties because ' cir-
cumstances have changed'. Lloyd George was in scintillat-
ing form, but Eden was not in the least overawed. ' Surely
some consideration should be given/ he said, ' to the inter-
pretation which this House placed upon the treaty when it
approved of it. From what I have heard stated in this
debate I feel thankful that I was not a member when
it approved of the treaty.' Surely we were entitled to have
our interpretation and the Free State theirs. ' I for one/
he went on amid loud ** hear, hears ", * am nauseated with
the perpetual use of the word " honour '*. If we all do our
duty as we see it, without fear and without favour, our
honour will take care of itself. The greater the injustice the
louder seem to be our appeals to honour.*
In view of recent partition discussions several of the dicta
of Anthony Eden in 1924 are material for discussion to-day.
Indeed as we go through his early arid obscure efforts their
application to recent events is striking. e Ulster owes her
very difficult and ambiguous position/ he asserted, e simply
and entirely because she has responded to the appeal made
to her by this House and by the British people.' Again: * I
agree that it is essentially an Imperial issue, but I am not
sure what the feelings of the Dominions will be when they
see us setting up a Commission empowered to take away
large slices of territory from a self-governing community
against its will.' Finally: * If the South hopes for what the
North is determined it shall not get, then there is no hope
of a settlement.'
All the while the question of Anglo-Soviet relations was
increasing the tension in Parliament and threatening the
flimsy Liberal-Labour alliance. In Foreign Affairs the
Government's policy and principle had met with success. It
had translated the problem of German reparations into
something like feasible finance, while reinforcing the ar-

